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WEXFORD, Pa. — This week marks the nationwide

release of Dr. Paul Nussbaum’s informative, new

book, “What is the Purpose of My Brain?: Spiritual

Healing and Salvation.”

The human brain is the single greatest, most

magnificent system ever designed in the history of

the universe, and it sits right between the ears.

Having spent nearly 15 years teaching the general

public about the miracle of the human brain,

author Nussbaum asks his readers: What is the

Purpose of My Brain?
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It is certainly true that if individuals learned that

their brains were limited to providing them the

ability to think, to move, to relate and to emote,

then they could all rest with amazement. In this

book, however, Nussbaum takes the extraordinary

step of exploring an even more grand purpose.

Perhaps God granted people a brain so that, in his

image, they could not only commune with him and

his son Jesus Christ, but have the ability to believe,

to express their faith and to ultimately live their

lives according to the teachings of Jesus Christ.

Learn more about Nussbaum’s thoughts on the

grand purpose of one’s brain and how the gift of

the Holy Spirit is a path to one’s spiritual healing

and salvation.

Published by Tate Publishing and Enterprises, the

book is available through bookstores nationwide,

from the publisher at

www.tatepublishing.com/bookstore, or by visiting

barnesandnoble.com or amazon.com.

Nussbaum is a clinical neuropsychologist and an

adjunct professor of neurological surgery at the

University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. The

author has spent the past 15 years educating the

general public about the miracle of the human

brain and how to shape it for health across the

entire lifespan, which can be accessed through

www.brainhealthctr.com.

Nussbaum’s work provides ideas on the important

role the human brain may play in a person’s

spiritual health and in his or her ability to both feel

and share the greatest medicines of all: love,

forgiveness, kindness, faith, humility and hope. His

call is to bring the teachings of Jesus to everyone

regardless of background, to raise a call to action



to all clinicians and to explain a most grand

purpose for our having a brain.
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